The annual International Conference on Cyber Conflict (CyCon) was held in Tallinn, Estonia from 31 May to 2 June 2019. The event gathered more than 700 experts from over 40 nations to discuss active cyber defence. The conference ran in two parallel technical and law tracks, with strategy breakout sessions and multiple pre-conference workshops.

Keynote speakers included renowned cryptographer Bruce Schneier discussing cyber security in three parallel conference tracks: strategy, law and technology. Key experts such as Werner, Roel of Temmingh, Amit Yoran, and Billy Rios highlighted program ideas and reinterpret traditional concepts. The topics range from artificial intelligence, emerging technologies, policies and legal frameworks that will shape the future at the annual event.

CyCon 2019 brought to Tallinn more than 600 key experts and decision-makers to discuss active cyber defence. The conference ran in two parallel technical and law tracks, with strategy breakout sessions and multiple pre-conference workshops. The CyCon 2020 conference on 26-29 May 2020 in Tallinn. Reflecting the three key themes of strategy, law and technology, the conference will continue to bring together the community of leaders and experts to share current initiatives and best practices. The ongoing event will be a virtual book launch taking place on 26th – 28th of May, 4PM-6PM EEST (Eastern European Time).

The proceedings of the 12th annual International Conference on Cyber Conflict (CyCon) will be presented by their authors at a virtual book launch taking place on 26th – 28th of May, 4PM-6PM EEST (Eastern European Time).
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